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GEOTEXTILES

EROSION & SEDIMENT

PROPEX: TRM’S
Turf Reinforcement Mats (TRMs) featuring X3(r) Fiber
Technology are three-dimensional and/or stitchbonded
polypropylene geotextiles that deliver long-term erosion
protection. By reinforcing roots and stems, LANDLOK promotes
vegetation, which has been recognized by the EPA as the most
effective form of erosion control.

AMERICAN EXCELSIOR: CURLEX ENFORCER & RECYCLEX

ACF ENVIRONMENTAL

PROPEX WOVEN AND NONWOVEN

Our Inlet Protection line is the most comprehensive grouping
of inlet protection products on the market today. Dedicated
to keeping sediment out of our streams and waterways. From
temporary construction phase inlet protection, to postconstruction/continuing maintenance, we have a cost-effective
solution that works for you.

Woven: 	Woven geotextiles are manufactured with high

AERFLO FLOATING SILT FENCE & TURBIDITY CURTAINS
Turbidty Barriers are a BMP designed to restrict the flow of
sediment-laden stormwater runoff from a construction site,
to keep it contained in a limited area, and allow the sediment
to settle out before being carried into adjacent or joining
watercourses

reinforcement mat made from 100% recycled post-consumer
goods designed to meet the most difficult erosion and
sediment control challenges.

Mat Inc. is a manufacturer of quality erosion control and
revegetation products for the hydraulic seeding industry. Our
family of products are designed to satisfy the requirements
from the most difficult mountain slope to an easy home lawn.

FLEXAMAT

(in some markets only)
Flexamat is the best
permanent erosion solution.
It is a permanent, hard armor
protection, with natural
vegetation that works better
than rip rap.

HUESKER: SPECIALTY GEOTEXTILES

polypropylene staple fibers that are needlepunched to form a dimensionally stable fiber
network. They also include fabrics that support
separation and stabilization, subsurface drainage,
filtration, and cushioning.

ALLIANCE: GEOGRID (BIAXIAL)

Recyclex: The first environmentally responsible turf

MAT INC.

Nonwoven: N
 onwoven geotextiles are made from high-quality

GEOGRID

Highly resilient, flexible geogrid with a proven track record
in soil reinforcement

designed for service of at least 36 months or more, this erosion
control blanket is made from naturally seed-free Great Lakes
aspen excelsior fibers bound by 2 layers of extra heavy-duty
black UV-enhanced netting to ensure permanent reinforcement
between root systems and the established vegetation.

Silt Socks allow water to flow through at a controlled rate while
trapping sediment. This is accomplished by a filter fabric filled
with organic material. The design of the sock provides intimate
contact with the ground preventing water from flowing
underneath.

life of paved and unpaved roadways.

HUESKER: WALL SLOPES (UNIAXIAL)

Curlex Enforcer: A bio-composite turf reinforcement mat

SILT SOCK

tensile strength and low elongation to provide
dimensional stability and deliver superior load
distribution, reducing rutting and extending the

WINFAB: WOVENS AND HIGH STRENGTH

High soil confinement for greater load distribution, durable
and superior damage resistance, high modulus, for immediate
structural support, unique weave optimizing both strength and
filtration properties.

SEDIMENT LOGS
Sediment logs consist of an outside, open weave, containment
fabric filled with fibers. Its purpose is to provide a flexible,
lightweight, porous, sediment control device demonstrating
the ability to conform to terrain details, dissipate water velocity
and filter contaminated flows.

STRAW WATTLES
Straw Wattles increase infiltration, add roughness, reduce
erosion, and help retain eroded soil on the slope. Straw Wattles
should be effective for a period of one to two years, providing
short term protection on slopes where permanent vegetation
will be established to provide long term erosion control.

AllianceGeo has a full range of geogrid products to
provide performance and cost benefits for any road
structure, pavement or retaining wall/steep slope. Our BX
geogrids for example are used to reinforce the unbound
aggregate layers that form the sub-base and/or base
course layers in road structures. By including a BX geogrid
within one or both of these layers the engineer can
extend the life of the road or reduce the layer thickness
leading to substantial initial cost savings

GEO GRIDS ARE NOT FABRIC

There are two types of Geo Grid...
Uniaxial: Used for slopes and retaining
wall reinforcement
Biaxial: used for base reinforcement on
road and parking lot applications

LANGE: GEO MEMBRANES AND LINERS

GEO SPECIALTY

PVC, Polypropylene, and XR liners

ENVIROGRID: SOIL STABILIZATION, SLOPE EROSION CONTROL, CHANNEL PROTECTION,
RETAINING WALL STRUCTURES
Ease of installation, onsite local fill materials, low-maintenance solution, Corrosion/UV Resistant,
Great Drainage Properties

FODS: TRACKOUT CONTROL SYSTEM ALTERNATIVE
An innovative new product designed to be used in-place of
traditional TC-1’s . FODS trackout control system offers benefits
which both practice and economical to the consumer!

ACF: TREEDIAPER, GRATEGATOR, SILTSACK, & DIRTBAG
TreeDiaper™ is an advanced plant hydration system. The first and only landscaping irrigation product to combine the functions of slow release irrigation.
GrateGator is an innovative new “above the grate” stormwater filter.
Siltsack is a temporary catch basin filter that removes sediment, trash and
debris from entering a catch basin.
Dirtbag® retains the silt, sand and fines while allowing the filtered water to
drain out into the drainage systems.
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